Linguistics is the scientific study of language. With the Certificate in Linguistics, you will study the internal composition of language such as word structure (morphology), sounds (phonetics and phonology), word order and how (and why) it differs across languages (syntax), the evolution of language over time (historical linguistics), language in different contexts, and a variety of other topics. Knowledge of how language works will make you a savvy language user.

With linguistics, you can work in computer science (in fields like speech recognition and synthesis and artificial intelligence), in education in a multitude of facets (including teaching English as a Second Language), in interpretation and/or translation, in the publishing industry, in consultation in law or medicine, plus much more. Send us an email or stop by for more information. Come study with us!

For More Information, Contact

Dr. Christopher Botero
cbotero@augusta.edu
or
Dr. Jun Zhao
juzhao@augusta.edu

---

**Curriculum**

**FOREIGN LANGUAGES**

- FOREIGN LANGUAGE 2001
- FOREIGN LANGUAGE 2002
- 3000- OR 4000-LEVEL FOREIGN LANGUAGE CLASS

**REQUIRED LINGUISTICS CLASS**

- LING/ENGL 4711: INTRODUCTION TO LINGUISTICS

**CHOOSE ONE LINGUISTICS CLASS FROM THIS GROUP**

- LING 4410: PHONETICS AND PHONOLOGY
- LING 4712 OR ENGL 4712: MODERN GRAMMATICAL SYSTEMS
- FREN 3400: FRENCH PHONETICS
- SPAN 4410: SOUND SYSTEM OF SPANISH

**CHOOSE ONE LINGUISTICS CLASS FROM THIS GROUP**

- LING 4410: PHONETICS AND PHONOLOGY
- LING 4500: INTRODUCTION TO SECOND LANGUAGE ACQUISITION
- LING 4600: TRANSLATION
- LING 4712 OR ENGL 4712: MODERN GRAMMATICAL SYSTEMS
- FREN 3400: FRENCH PHONETICS
- SPAN 4410: SOUND SYSTEM OF SPANISH
- SPAN 4420: SPANISH APPLIED LINGUISTICS
- SPAN 4600: SPANISH/ENGLISH TRANSLATION